200+ EVENTS
IN & AROUND DOWNTOWN JANUARY 5TH - 20TH
In San Antonio, Texas, WestCare Foundation collaborates with Bexar County to implement the ReCAST (Resilience in Communities After Stress and Trauma) program to assist high-risk youth and families and to promote resilience and equity in communities. This project is funded by the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA).

ReCAST
(Resiliency in Communities After Stress and Trauma)

ReCAST OBJECTIVES ARE TO:
★ Create more equitable access to behavioral health and trauma-informed community resources
★ Increase resiliency of at-risk youth and young adults
★ Improve police-community relations
★ Improve services for justice-involved youth

WESTCARE FOUNDATION - Ella Austin Community Center
1023 N Pine Street, San Antonio, TX 78202 - (210) 224-2361 Ext. 160

Uplifting the Human Spirit
THE DREAMWEEK SUMMIT

EXCHANGING IDEAS. INSPIRING DISCUSSION. IGNITING CHANGE.

Each annual DreamWeek Summit comprises a series of events designed to foster the free exchange of ideas on universal issues affecting the human race. Events take a variety of forms, from symposiums, panel discussions and debates to film screenings, concerts and art exhibits.

Since its inception, DreamWeek has gained unprecedented momentum. In just six years, the summit has included over 100,000 attendees to over 700 events, hosted by more than 230 hosting partners, throughout the San Antonio area. DreamWeek is concurrent with the City’s annual MLK Commemorative March, which has grown to become one of the largest in the country since the first march in 1987.

ABOUT DREAMVOICE, LLC
In 2011, DreamVoice, LLC was established as an organization dedicated to realizing a collective aspiration, and in 2013 the first DreamWeek summit was presented with 20 partners and 35 events. DreamVoice supports organizations that exist to better the human condition through the promotion of media assets and resource contributions. Funding for DreamWeek is solicited by DreamVoice through sponsorships, donations and sales of branded merchandise.

For a full listing of events and more information, please visit dreamweek.org. Follow us on our social networks to stay up to date on all news and updates. #DWSA @dreamweekSA
FRIDAY / 5

8A-9:30A
$$ DREAMWEEK OPENING CEREMONY
DREAMVOICE LLC.
Join us for the kickoff breakfast with keynote, Daryl Davis.
Briscoe Western Art Museum // 210 W Market St

4P-6P
ACCIDENTAL COURTESY: A FILM SCREENING
DREAMVOICE
A screening of Accidental Courtesy, a documentary about Daryl Davis and his unique approach to race relations.
Carver Library // 3350 E Commerce St

6P-11P
$$ 80TH ANNUAL FOUNDER’S DAY GALA
ALAMO CITY BLACK CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
Celebrating 80 years of connecting businesses with the community.
Pearl Stable // 307 Pearl Pkwy

6:30P-8:30P
RELIGION AND ITS RELATIONSHIP TO THE TRANS COMMUNITY
TRANSGENDER EDUCATION NETWORK OF TEXAS (TENT)
A conversation of local faith leaders examining the historically fraught relationship between religion and the trans community.
The Sol Center at University Presbyterian Church // 300 Bushnell Ave

8P-10P
$$ TRICENTENNIAL CELEBRATION
SAN ANTONIO SYMPHONY
An evening celebrating the Hispanic roots of San Antonio through music.
Tobin Center for the Performing Arts // 100 Auditorium Circle

8P-2A
I HAVE A DREAM: A SOUL SPOT DREAMWEEK COMMUNITY DANCE
THE SOUL SPOT AT TUCKER’S KOZY KORNER
A free community dance party playing Soul & Disco music all night long!
Tucker’s Kozy Korner // 1338 E Houston St

Featured Event $$ Fee 📍 Outside of city center
🗑 City of San Antonio MLK Commission Event
DR. KING INSPIRED A GENERATION OF ARTISTS TO LIFT UP OUR STORY.

AARONETTA PIERCE
SATURDAY / 6

10A-12P

DREAM LEADERS RECOGNITION CEREMONY & CONFERENCE
THE DOSEUM

A ceremony recognizing the achievements of outstanding local youth. 
The DoSeum // 2800 Broadway St

11A-4P

BRUNCH & BUILD
PUBLIC SPACE EAST

A DreamWeek & SA300 Tricentennial community service event to benefit Eastside public parks. 
Burleson Yard Beer Garden // 430 Austin St

12P-4P

GOODGOODS + CHICA VERDE OPEN HOUSE
GOODGOODS + CHICA VERDE

A joint open house at two side-by-side, locally-owned boutique shops in Dignowity Hill carrying unique indoor and outdoor home décor items. 
GOODgoods + Chica Verde // 904-914 Nolan St

3P-4:30P

DEVELOPING YOUR BUSINESS
SAPL-SCHAEFER BRANCH

Learn how to maximize your assets and take the right steps when starting your own business. 
Schaefer Branch-San Antonio Public Library // 6322 US Hwy 87 E

10A-11:30A

LGBTQ LEARNING DAY
Pearl Studio // 200 E Grayson St #120

10A-11:30A

LGBTQ+ 101: UNDERSTANDING SEXUAL ORIENTATION AND THE COMING OUT PROCESS
THE CENTER - PRIDE CENTER

A discussion around the process of coming out and understanding sexual orientation.

11:30A-1P

GENDER IDENTITY 101: A BEGINNERS PANEL FOR TRANSGENDER EDUCATION
TRANSGENDER EDUCATION NETWORK OF TEXAS

A primary educational panel discussing gender identity, and the spectrum of transgender people.

2P-3:30P

MOBILIZING THE LGBTQ+ COMMUNITY: HOW MORE VOICES MEANS MORE CIVIC ENGAGEMENT
EQUALITY TEXAS

A dialogue on how San Antonio is finding new ways to increase civic participation within LGBTQ communities.

3:30P-5P

A GUIDE TO BEING AN LGBTQ ALLY
PFLAG

Learn how to become an Ally within the LGBTQ community.
INSTRUMENTS FOR RACIAL RECONCILIATION
Launch SA // 600 Soledad St

$$ 12:30P-2:30P
RACIAL EQUITY IN SAN ANTONIO, ¡SI SE PUEDE!
THE THRIVE ADVISORY
Com e learn what equity can mean for you and for your organization.

$$ 3P-5P
RESPONDING TO RACISM WITH TOOLS FOR INNER HEALING
INNERALLY
An interactive workshop will take participants on an inner adventure to discover how we can create a better world for everyone.

5:30P-8:30P
SPINNING GOLD
BIHL HAUS ARTS
Join Bihl Haus Arts for the opening reception of "Spinning Gold" featuring artworks by faculty members of the Bihl Haus GO! Arts Program.
Bihl Haus Arts // 2803 Fredericksburg Rd

7:30P-9:30P
$$ DIALOGUE OF MUSIC
KARAVAN STUDIO, YOUTH ORCHESTRA OF SAN ANTONIO AND THE NATIONAL ARAB ORCHESTRA
A musical collaboration between the Youth Orchestra of San Antonio (YOSA) and the National Arab Orchestra (NAO) from Detroit, MI.
Luella Bennack Music Center-Concert Hall // 4301 Broadway St

8P-10P
$$ TRICENTENNIAL CELEBRATION
SAN ANTONIO SYMPHONY
A program put together specifically to celebrate San Antonio and it’s 300th Anniversary.
Tobin Center for the Performing Arts // 100 Auditorium Circle

9P-2A
DREAM MIX
KLIP MEDIA
A musical diversity showcase with San Antonio hip-hop artists Kevin McGee & Robbie Raps, Indie Latin group Volcán, and the recognized DJ Donnie Dee.
The Mix // 2423 N St Mary’s St
1P-2:30P
TOOLS FOR BETTER FOOD
AND A BETTER EARTH
COMPOST QUEENS
A panel of representatives will discuss the different phases of the food cycle.
LocalSprout Food Hub // 503 Chestnut

3P-5P
WESTSIDE MURAL TOUR
SAN ANTO CULTURAL ARTS
Tour over 15 murals in the Westside of San Antonio that symbolize different societal themes.
San Anto Cultural Arts // 2120 El Paso St

6P-8P
MISS BLACK SAN ANTONIO SCHOLARSHIP PAGEANT
AFRICAN AMERICAN COMMUNITY AWARENESS PROJECTS (AACAP) GROUP
A paramount showcase and production offered to career-oriented young African American females.
The Carver, Jo Long Theatre // 226 N Hackberry

3:30P-5:30P
THE MELTING POT
RYANE SMITH
A panel discussion and demos about various cultural communities in San Antonio.

6P-8P
GLOBAL COMMUNITY DINNER
THE IMPACT GUILD
A dinner experience celebrating flavors and cultures from around the world and how breaking bread can bring a community together.
MONDAY / 8

BUILDING BRIDGES: NAMING AND NEGOTIATING DIFFERENCES
University Presbyterian Church // 300 Bushnell Ave

4P-6P
ECONOMIC AND SOCIO-CULTURAL DIVIDES PANEL
THE SOL CENTER OF SAN ANTONIO
A conversation about socio-economic factors that perpetuate injustice and about actions that might create greater equity in San Antonio.

6P-8P
EDUCATION CONVERSATION WITH SA RISE
SA RISE
A conversation about equity in education in San Antonio.
Brick at Blue Star // 108 Blue Star

6P-7:30P
FOUR PILLARS OF COLLEGE SUCCESS IN SCIENCE (A TED TALK)
SA RISE
View and discuss a TED Talk by Freeman Hrabowski, president of the University of Maryland.
SAPL - Igo Library // 13330 Kyle Seale Pkwy

7P-9P
RELIGIOUS DIFFERENCES PANEL
THE SOL CENTER OF SAN ANTONIO
An exploration of what an inclusive, religiously diverse and vibrant, San Antonio might look like now and in the future.

6:30P-8:30P
“RESILIENCE: THE BIOLOGY OF STRESS AND THE SCIENCE OF HOPE”
VOICES FOR CHILDREN
A film screening and panel discussion about the effects of toxic stress on a child’s brain and body.
Alamo Drafthouse Park North // 618 NW Loop 410

6P-7:30P
DEVELOPING YOUR BUSINESS
SA RISE
Learn how to maximize your assets and take the right steps when starting your own business.
Landa Branch - San Antonio Public Library // 233 Bushnell Ave

8:30P-10P
THE BLAH POETRY SPOT
WRITE ART OUT INC.
Open mic allowing new and seasoned poets to share their words to advance the literary arts in San Antonio.
Jandro’s Garden Patio // 2623 N St Mary’s
TUESDAY / 9

10A-11:30A

LEARN AND REMEMBER
HOLOCAUST MEMORIAL MUSEUM

A program to remind the community of the dangers of hatred, prejudice, and apathy, with the Holocaust as its lens.
Holocaust Memorial Museum // 12500 NW Military Hwy, Ste 200

5:30P-7:30P

IS THE BLACK CHURCH STILL RELEVANT?
RYANE SMITH

Local leaders of churches join together to discuss issues facing the black church.
Carver Library // 3350 E Commerce St

6P-8P

LEANING IN: AMPLIFYING THE VOICE OF SHE/HER/HERS
YOUNGER WOMEN’S TASK FORCE

Highlighting the voices of male/female leaders and influencers working towards women equality.
Brick at Blue Star // 108 Blue Star

6P-8P

FROM HERE TO THERE-AN LGBTQ YOUTH JOURNEY FROM HOMELESSNESS
THRIVE YOUTH CENTER

Spoken word by LGBTQ youth about “from here to there”, a journey of homelessness.
Esperanza Peace and Justice Center // 922 San Pedro Ave

6P-8P

SA LGBT CHAMBER OF COMMERCE AFTER HOURS MIXER
SA LGBT CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

Meet and mingle with San Antonio’s business professionals and community leaders.
The Plaza Club // 100 W Houston St, 21st Floor

6:15P-8:30P

STOPPING TEXAS’ "SIN BY SILENCE" ON INCARCERATING BATTERED WOMEN
FREE BATTERED TEXAS WOMEN

A film screening and panel discussion about California’s successful solution to wrongful incarceration of battered women.
Alamo Drafthouse Park North // 618 NW Loop 410

6:30P-8:30P

COMMUNITY CONVERSATION SAN ANTONIO
TEXAS STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION & SBOE MEMBERS DISTRICT 3 & 5

Community conversation on key issues of public school education in the State of Texas.
Region 20 Education Service Center // 1314 Hines Ave

6:30P-8:30P

MOVE U: THE FUTURE OF VOTING
MOVE SA

Bring in the Vote Bots! Explore technology that can change our democracy.
CAST Tech High School // 637 N Main Ave

7P-9P

TEEN NIGHT
MULTI-LEVEL EDUCATIONAL YOUTH OUTREACH

Community night of food, basketball, and fun!
Divine Redeemer Presbyterian Church // 407 N Calaveras St

8P-9P

LIVING WITH PURPOSE
BRAIN COACH LLC.

This workshop will train participants to use the secret power of neuroscience to achieve goals an inspirational life.
San Antonio Tech Center - SATC // 3463 Magic Dr
Proud sponsors of the Executive Book Review for lifelong learners

WITTIGS|HAWORTH

For more information contact Mark Wittig
Mark.wittig@wittigs.com | 210-270-0129 | @wittigsofficeinteriors
executivebookreview.com
WEDNESDAY / 10

10A-11A
LUCILE HALSELL CONSERVATORY GARDEN TOUR
SAN ANTONIO BOTANICAL GARDENS
A walking tour of the Lucile Halsell Conservatory.
San Antonio Botanical Gardens // 555 Funston Pl

5P-8P
4TH ANNUAL DREAM BIG MIXER
VANNITY & B. MICHELE EVENTS, BLACK FOCUS MAGAZINE
A mixer to socialize and network with a diverse crowd of San Antonio’s entrepreneurs and young professionals.
The Brooklynite // 516 Brooklyn Ave

5:30P-7:30P
NEW AMERICAN STORIES
SAPL - WESTFALL LIBRARY
Join Westfall Library in honoring our new refugee and immigrant neighbors.
SAPL - Westfall Library // 6111 Rosedale Ct

5:30P-8P
DIVERSITY IN ARCHITECTURE - A CONVERSATION
OVERLAND PARTNERS
Designers, architects and planners discuss opportunities regarding diversity in the field of architecture.
Overland Partners // 203 E Jones Ave #104

5:30P-7P
NOW, DISCOVER YOUR STRENGTHS: A BOOK REVIEW
EXECUTIVE BOOK REVIEWS
A book review presented by Marisa Ortiz and an evening of networking over wine and cheese.
Wittigs // 2018 Ave B Ste 300

6P-9P
PLANNED PARENTHOOD ACTION FORUM
PLANNED PARENTHOOD TEXAS VOTES
A community strategizing and policy update session.
The Movement Gallery // 1416 E Commerce St

6:30P-7:30P
GET YOUR SUSHI ON: SUSHI MAKING DEMONSTRATION
SAPL - FOREST HILLS BRANCH
A Sushi making demonstration for teens and adults.
Forest Hills Branch Library // 5245 Ingram Rd

5:30P-7:30P
KEEPHER DREAM ALIVE PANEL PARTY
KEEPHER SAN ANTONIO
A cross-industry panel of women of color followed by a guided conversation and information on keepHer membership.
Launch SA // 600 Soledad St
6:30P-9P
SAVING COMMUNITIES THROUGH ECONOMIC EMPOWERMENT
EAST SAN ANTONIO COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
A conversation on how to transform the eastside community through entrepreneurship and technology.
*St. Philip's College Turbon Student Center // 1801 MLK Dr*

---

7P-9P
"THE AIDS LADY," STARRING ANNA DE LUNA
SAN ANTONIO AIDS FOUNDATION
The AIDS Lady is a truthful, comedic solo play performed by actress Anna De Luna, an HIV educator.
*Brick at Blue Star // 108 Blue Star*

---

$$ 7P-10P
FASHION AFRICCATION
TUDIS AFRICAN BOUTIQUE
A fashion show presented by Tudis, San Antonio's foremost African boutique.
*Smoke BBQ // 1170 E Commerce*

---

7P-9P
"WALK ON THE RIVER: A BLACK HISTORY OF ALAMO CITY" FILM PREVIEW & FUNDRAISER
9LOGIC & MELANEYES MEDIA
Preview and discussion of a new documentary about the contributions that African Americans have made to the fabric of San Antonio.
*Alamo Drafthouse Park North // 618 NW Loop 410*

---

$$ 7:30P-11P
WOMAN SHAKING IT UP: INSPIRING WOMAN SUPERHEROES
SA COCKTAIL CONFERENCE
Recognizing all female bartenders, female chefs, and generally badass women shaking it up in the business world.
*Zaza Gardens // 723 S Flores St*
9A–11:30A
**2ND ANNUAL EDUCATE, INSPIRE & EMPOWER SCHOLARSHIP BREAKFAST**
*GET2TEN CONSULTING, INC.*
A scholarship award ceremony honoring two young adults limited in workforce resources and opportunities.
*Plaza Club // 100 W Houston St*

9:30A–11:45A
**JUDSON ISD FREEDOM RIDERS’ YOUTH SUMMIT**
*DR. J.R. BOWIE, III SCHOLARSHIP FOUNDATION / DR. CARL MONTOYA, JUDSON ISD SUPERINTENDENT*  
An educational event that uses the Freedom Riders’ powerful stories to bring awareness of minorities continued pursuit of freedom, justice, and equality.
*Judson Performing Arts Center // 9443 Schaefer Rd, Converse*

11:30A–12P
**A DREAM OF PEACE**
*ST. PAUL’S EPISCOPAL MONTESSORI SCHOOL*  
A student celebration of peace and love.
*St. Paul’s Episcopal Montessori School (Pavilion) // 1018 E Grayson St*

6P–8P
**KUNST/ARTE A CULTURAL DIALOGUE**  
*MEXICAN CULTURAL INSTITUTE OF SAN ANTONIO & THE LONE STAR ART ALLIANCE*  
An art exhibit celebrating the two largest immigration groups that helped shape the image and face of San Antonio.
*Mexican Cultural Institute // 600 Hemisfair Plaza Way*

6P–8P
**RISING CREATIVES**  
*GOOGLE FIBER*  
Forbes 30 for 30 recipients Alberto Altamirano and Fatema Basrai will be joined by Sara Helmy and Alexander Hilmy for a panel discussion about their journey to success in San Antonio.
*Google Fiber // 110 E Houston St #300*

6:30P–8:30PM
**THE AFTER-LIFE**  
*THE MCNAY*  
A performance in honor of a fearless, bold, audacious artist: Chuck Ramirez.
*The McNay Art Museum // 6000 N New Braunfels Ave*

6:30P–8:30PM
**QUEER HEALTH ADVOCACY**  
*QUEER CORAZONES*  
A resource fair for LGBTQ+ health options in San Antonio.
*Esperanza Peace and Justice Center // 922 San Pedro Ave*
6:30P–8P
AFROS PENS AND CONVERSATIONS
BLACK WRITERS OF SAN ANTONIO
An author talk and writer networking event highlighting pressing questions facing the black literary community.
Carver Library // 3350 E Commerce St, San Antonio, TX 78220

6:30P–8:30P
STEP MOVIE SCREENING & PERFORMANCE
MARTINEZ STREET WOMEN’S CENTER
Enjoy a STEP Film Screening followed by a STEP performance.
Lockwood Park // 801 N Olive St

$ $ 6:30P–11P
DR. BOWIE FOUNDATION’S FREEDOM RIDERS’ AWARDS BANQUET & CONCERT
DR. J.R. BOWIE, III SCHOLARSHIP FOUNDATION / LIVE OAK MAYOR, HON. MARY DENNIS
An opportunity to meet, greet, and interact with the Original Mississippi Freedom Riders in a very intimate setting.
Cowboys Dance Hall // 3030 NE Loop 410

7:30P–9:30P
BETTYE LAVETTE
TOBIN CENTER FOR PERFORMING ARTS
A performance by three time Grammy nominee Bettye LaVette.
Tobin Center for the Performing Arts // 100 Auditorium Circle

8P–12A
DIVERSITY IN DANCE MUSIC SHOWCASE
AXR STRATEGIES, LLC
Enjoy local dance teams and artists ready to bring the house down.
Brick at Blue Star // 108 Blue Star

7:30P
MLK COMMEMORATIVE LECTURE SERIES
THE CITY OF SAN ANTONIO MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. COMMISSION
A public lecture honoring the late Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
Trinity University - Laurie Auditorium // One Trinity Place, San Antonio, TX 78212
FRIDAY / 12

10A-1P
CREATING DRUG FREE COMMUNITIES: A FAITH BASED SOLUTION
BETHEL PREVENTION COALITION
A discussion about the role of the faith-based community in establishing a safe, healthy, drug-free community. San Antonio Area Foundation // 303 Pearl Pkwy

12P-2P
LIVING A MORE POSITIVE & PURPOSEFUL LIFE
THE POSITIVE PIN
Learn how to take charge of your day and life. Liftfund // 2007 W Martin St

1P-2:15P
$$$ TED: TOLERANCE, EQUALITY, AND DIVERSITY IN THE SERVICE INDUSTRY
SA COCKTAIL CONFERENCE
Learn to move beyond assumptions and attitudes in order to develop a deeper understanding of the human element. Valencia Hotel, Verona 1 & 2 // 150 E Houston St

11:30P-1:30P
$$$ DREAMWEEK AWARDS LUNCHEON
DREAMVOICE, LLC
A luncheon to honoring the tenets of tolerance, equality, diversity with keynote by Amal Kassir. La Orilla Del Rio Ballroom // 203 S St Mary’s St #385

4P-7P
THROUGH YOUR EYES: THE STREETSCAPE OF MARTIN LUTHER KING DRIVE
URBE - SA
Exhibit and mixer featuring an archive of photos that explore the transformation of San Antonio’s Martin Luther King Drive. The James Brown Studio Gallery // 3030 Rigsby Ave

4:30P-6:30P
CHALK THE DREAM & WHEATLEY COMMUNITY SCHOOL OPEN HOUSE
WHEATLEY COMMUNITY SCHOOL
A gallery walk through student expressions of tolerance, peace, and love, and tour of San Antonio’s ONLY community school. Wheatley Community School // 415 Gabriel St

6P-8P
ART PARTY: BLUE AND BLUES
SAN ANTONIO MUSEUM OF ART
Enjoy blues live music, gallery tours inspired by the color blue in the Museum’s Collection, specialty cocktails, and art making! San Antonio Museum of Art // 200 W Jones Ave

6P-8P
OLD SCHOOL KICK-OFF TO MLK WEEKEND
ONLIVEOFFAME CAFÉ
A special live DreamWeek broadcast by Soul Train Express to kick off MLK weekend. OnLive Hall Of Fame Café // 2404 E Houston St

Featured Event $$$ Fee  Outside of city center
City of San Antonio MLK Commission Event
6P-11P
WITHOUT PRICE THE CONFERENCE
COMPEL 2 COME
A two day conference highlighting those who create change by using their talents to reach the community.
Church Under the Bridge // 724 Chestnut St

6:30P–8:30P
DECO DISTRICT CREATIVE PERFORMANCE ART SHOWCASE
NETWORK FOR YOUNG ARTISTS
Enjoy a performance by the students of the Network for Young Artists.
Deco Building // 1800 Fredericksburg Rd Ste 122

6:30P–8:30P
COLORS OF SAN ANTONIO ANNUAL DINNER
RAINDROP TURKISH HOUSE
A dinner celebrating cultural diversity and unity.
Raindrop Turkish House Community Center // 4337 Vance Jackson Rd #203

8P-10P
SYMPHONIC MUSIC INSPIRED BY MLK & BEETHOVEN’S EROICA (MULTIPLE SHOWINGS)
SAN ANTONIO SYMPHONY
A musical Celebration of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. paired with Beethoven’s Eroica Symphony.
Tobin Center for the Performing Arts // 100 Auditorium Circle

8P-10P
THE EASTWOOD PROJECT: A BLUES CONTINUUM (MULTIPLE SHOWINGS)
CARVER COMMUNITY CULTURAL CENTER
The Renaissance Guild offers an evening of premier quality music and dance.
Jo Long Theatre // 226 N Hackberry

8P-10P
FRIDAY EVENING PLANETARIUM SHOW
SAN ANTONIO COLLEGE & SCOBEE EDUCATION CENTER
Explore the heavens under the full dome experience of the Scobee Planetarium.
Scobee Education Center // 1819 N Main Ave

7:30P-9:30P
ARTS NOIRS – AN EXHILARATING EVENING OF AFRICAN AMERICAN PERFORMING ARTS
SAN ANTONIO BLACK DRAMATIC ARTS
A live theater montage celebrating African American performing arts.
Cameo Theatre // 1123 E Commerce St
8A–2P
AMERICAN RED CROSS HOME FIRE CAMPAIGN
AMERICAN RED CROSS
Help save lives by installing free smoke alarms in homes without adequate protection and educate people about home fire safety.
Location: (depends on volunteer placement)

9A–11A
○ ALPHA PHI ALPHA’S 30TH ANNUAL MLK JR.
○ SCHOLARSHIP BREAKFAST
THE ALPHA PHI ALPHA EDUCATIONAL FUND OF SAN ANTONIO AND THE CITY OF SAN ANTONIO DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING JR. COMMISSION
Celebrate the legacy of MLK while raising money for scholarships to deserving minority college-bound high school seniors.
Hilton Garden Inn // 8101 Pat Booker Rd, Live Oak

9A
○ MY CITY, OUR COMMUNITY YOUTH SUMMIT
THE CITY OF SAN ANTONIO MARTIN LUTHER KING JR. COMMISSION
A one-day summit featuring dynamic guest speakers and interactive sessions designed to provoke thought and discussion.
St. Philip’s College Watson Fine Arts Center // 1801 MLK Dr

9A–2P
TOUR DE DREAM BIKE RIDE
BASIC PREP LEADERSHIP ACADEMY
A bike ride tour showcasing historical buildings and landmarks throughout the Eastside.
Alamo Beer Company // 415 Burnet St

10A–12P
○ CHILDREN’S CITIZENSHIP CEREMONY
THE DOSEUM
3rd Annual Children’s Citizenship Ceremony, where fifty immigrant children will take the oath of US citizenship.
The DoSeum // 2800 Broadway St
IMMIGRANT VOICES
El Progresso Hall // 1306 Guadalupe Street

10A-12P
IMMIGRANT RIGHTS AFTER THE 85TH LEGISLATIVE SESSION AND THE END OF DACA
MALDEF
A presentation discussing the efforts of state legislatures that resulted in anti-immigrant laws, and the impact of the end of DACA on the immigrant community.

12P-1:30P
THE VOICE OF A 21ST CENTURY AMERICAN : FROM THE INDIVIDUAL TO THE WORLD AT LARGE
AMAL KASSIR
A social justice workshop hosted by Amal Kassir.

9A–12P
YOGA FOR EVERYBODY AT YOGA SHALA
YOGA SHALA & LULAC #4359
An introduction to the Ashtanga method of yoga.
Yoga SHALA // 18585 Sigma Rd
$$ 10A–2P
IMPACT THROUGH RECREATION
RECCHANGES
A competition between local companies that builds stronger relationships with employees.
Olmos Park // 500 Devine Rd

11A–12P
BE THEIR VOICE
SAN ANTONIO HUMANE SOCIETY
A short presentation on humane education and a behind-the-scenes shelter tour.
San Antonio Humane Society, 4804 Fredericksburg Rd

$$ 11A-12:15P
REINFORCE THE SOURCE: REIMAGINING CONSUMPTION PRACTICES
SA COCKTAIL CONFERENCE
A discussion on becoming a conscientious consumer in a global economy.
St. Anthony Hotel, Cavalier // 300 E Travis St

11A-3P
KIKI + TEA
KEEPHER SAN ANTONIO & BELLEVIEWS
A discussion centric event for prominent and professional African American women, where hot topics and cultural conclusions meet.
The Monty + Ivy Hall // 1127 South St. Mary’s St

12P–4P
NEW YEAR, NEW YOU: SUPER SATURDAY
THE WITTE MUSEUM
A fun-filled afternoon of family activities!
Witte Museum // 3801 Broadway

1P–2P
BIG DREAMS BIG STORIES: IF YOU CAN DREAM IT, YOU CAN BE IT!
THE MAGIK THEATRE
Area actors and community activists perform famous children’s books by African American authors.
The Magik Theatre - Beethoven Hall // 420 S Alamo St

1P–4P
BORDERLAND COLLECTIVE PEDAGOGY WORKSHOP
BORDERLAND COLLECTIVE
An interactive workshop for learning strategies to spark inquiry, civil discourse, and social action.
Launch SA // 600 Soledad St

2P–4P
MLK LECTURE
SAN ANTONIO PUBLIC LIBRARY - CARVER BRANCH
Remembering the legacy of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
Carver Branch Library // 3350 E Commerce St

5P–7P
THE CREATOR AWARDS
PROJECT FORWARD
An awards ceremony honoring hard-working, creative, and talented local artists in San Antonio.
Geekdom Event Center // 131 Soledad St
SOUTHTOWN THE ARTS DISTRICT AND DREAMVOICE PRESENT SECOND SATURDAY ARTWALK
1906 Studio // 1906 S Flores St

6P–9P
AFRICAN MARKET PHOTO EXHIBITION PREVIEW
OLAJU ART GROUP
A preview showcasing a selection of contemporary photography to be featured in the African Market Creative Arts Festival.

7P–10P
CELEBRATING SOCIAL JUSTICE
AP ART LAB
An art exhibit focusing on community engagement and social justice.

6P–11P
SAGE TASTE THE DREAM GALA PRESENTED BY UNIVERSITY HEALTH SYSTEM
SAN ANTONIO FOR GROWTH ON THE EASTSIDE
A gala to raise funds to support businesses on San Antonio’s historic Eastside and highlight the diversity of local cuisine.
The Witte Museum, Mays Family Center // 3801 Broadway St

6P–8P
WINE (WINE, IDENTITY N’ EQUITY) TALK
TEACH FOR AMERICA
A conversation about gentrification in San Antonio and ways to create the social change necessary to build a more equitable city for all local students.
Teach For America // 700 N St Mary’s St Ste 200

6:30P–9:30P
$ THIRD ANNUAL SHUT IT DOWN! GOSPEL SHOWCASE
GOSPEL KDML PRAISE RADIO STATION
A gospel showcase of nationally recognized artists.
Vertical Church // 4218 Thousand Oaks Dr

6:30P–10:30P
UNITY 2018
ALBERT GONZALES ART
A group art exhibition showcasing talented artists using art to amplify unity.
1913 South Flores

7P–10P
STRONGER TOGETHER: NEIGHBORS IN SOVEREIGNTY
GEMINI INK
Enjoy poems recreated into performances with an open-mic slam to follow.
Jump Start Theatre // 710 Fredericksburg Rd

7P–10P
DIVERSITY THROUGH LAUGHTER
AMG PRODUCTIONS
An evening showcasing diverse comedic talents.
Thiry Auditorium - OLLU // 411 SW 24th St

7:30P–8:30P
A SPIRITUAL AWAKENING
SAN ANTONIO CHAMBER CHOIR
A concert featuring the best-loved spirituals performed by the San Antonio Chamber Choir.
San Fernando Cathedral // 115 Main Plaza

8P–2A
$ RCC RAVE AT THE BONHAM EXCHANGE
THE RAPE CRISIS CENTER
Dance the night away while learning more about the Rape Crisis Center and its services.
The Bonham Exchange // 411 Bonham
SAN ANTONIO FOR GROWTH ON THE EASTSIDE

$550,000
LOAN CLOSED AND CAPITALIZED
SAGE GROW EASTSIDE FUND

SAN ANTONIO FOR GROWTH ON THE EASTSIDE
220 Chestnut, San Antonio TX, 78202
info@sagesanantonio.org | 210.248.9178
THE ROAD TO CIVIL RIGHTS IN THE NAME OF HUMANITY HAS MANY CHALLENGES & BARRIERS. BUT A PEOPLE UNITED CAN OVERCOME.

JAIME P. MARTINEZ
SUNDAY / 14

$ 7:30A-11A
IT'S NOT OVER YET: JAZZ BRUNCH AT JAZZ TX
SA COCKTAIL CONFERENCE
A San Antonio Cocktail Conference jazz brunch.
Jazz TX / 312 Pearl Pkwy, Bldg 6 Ste 6001

$ 9A-11A
MLK 5K
YOUNG MEN'S LEADERSHIP ACADEMY AT WHEATLEY
Come out and walk, run, or skip through the beautiful MLK Park to help support a great cause.
MLK Park // 3503 MLK Dr

11A-12:15P
CELEBRATION CIRCLE SUNDAY MORNING
CELEBRATION CIRCLE
Join an inclusive, multi-faith community with a creative approach to spirituality.
SAY Sí // 1518 S Alamo St

12P-4P
BUFFALO SOLDIER DAY
UTSA INSTITUTE OF TEXAN CULTURES
Experience life as a Buffalo Soldier.
UTSA Institute of Texan Cultures // 801 E Cesar E Chavez Blvd

12P-4P
HOT GLASS BRIGHT FUTURE
CALIENTE HOT GLASS STUDIO
A free glass blowing demo celebrating diversity and the growing sense of community in the world of glass art.
Caliente Hot Glass Studio // 1411 N Hackberry

$ 8:30A-2:15P
RACIAL RECONCILIATION SUNDAY
CITYCHURCH DOWNTOWN
A celebration of diversity through Christ.
Cameo Theatre // 1123 E Commerce

1P
JOSHUA BUILD: PRESBYTERIAN YOUTH
HABITAT FOR HUMANITY OF SAN ANTONIO
Join a great cause and get busy swinging hammers to build the walls of a Habitat Home.
Northwood Presbyterian Church // 518 Pike Rd

REDEEMING THE AMERICAN DREAM
Healy Murphy Chapel // 618 Live Oak St

1:30P-3P
HOUSING EQUITABILITY
DR. CHRISTINE DRENNON
A conversation on how the inequalities of the past continue to divide the communities of the present.

3P-4:30P
GENTRIFICATION
BRIAN DILLARD
Examine the phenomenon of public displacement for private interest.
1:30P–3:30P
MCFARLAND USA FILM SCREENING
SAPL - MEMORIAL LIBRARY
Enjoy a film screening based on the true story of a California track coach who shaped a Latino team into state champions in the 1980s.
Memorial Library // 3222 Culebra Rd

2P
WREATH-LAYING CEREMONY
THE CITY OF SAN ANTONIO MARTIN LUTHER KING JR. COMMISSION
Annual wreath-laying ceremony honoring the life, struggles, and accomplishments of Dr. King.
Martin Luther King Jr. Plaza // Intersection of E Houston & N New Braunfels

CONQUERING DISABILITIES
Launch SA // San Antonio Central Library, 600 Soledad St

2P–4P
ARTFUL START FAMILY ART DAY
ARTFUL START
A fun-filled art session for children with special needs and their families.

2P–4P
ADULTING: LEADING A MEANINGFUL LIFE WITH AUTISM
AUTISM SOCIETY OF TEXAS
A conversation with autism specialists, adults with autism, and community members highlighting issues such as independent living and employment.

4P
CITYWIDE INTERFAITH WORSHIP SERVICE
THE CITY OF SAN ANTONIO MARTIN LUTHER KING JR. COMMISSION
An inclusive service feature several invited guest speakers who will present on various topics of faith and the legacy of Dr. King.
San Fernando Cathedral // 115 Main Plaza

4P–6P
KLRN & DREAMWEEK PRESENT: INDIE LENS POP-UP: I AM NOT YOUR NEGRO
KLRN
A film screening recounting of the story of race in modern America through the eyes of James Baldwin.
Alamo Drafthouse Park North // 618 NW Loop 410

4P–6P
GARDEN PARTY
GARDOPIA GARDENS
Ring in the new year by enjoying nature and healthy living with Gardopia Gardens.
Gardopia Gardens // 619 N New Braunfels Ave

5P–8P
$$ EVOLUTION OF BEAUTY DEFINED: FROM SARAH BAARTMAN TO BILLIONS FEATURING GWEN DEVOE
DAILY DISH WITH THE DIVA
Join Gwen, Creator of Full Figure Fashion Week, and others to discuss how body shaming has been transformed into a billion dollar industry that celebrates women’s curves.
Quarry Golf Club // 444 E Basse Rd
5P–10P
2ND ANNUAL GOLD & BLACK DREAM PARTY
ALPHA PHI ALPHA FRATERNITY INC.
A celebration of the legacy of Dr. King’s commitment to the fraternity of brotherhood.
Ash at Sunset Station // 1170 E Commerce St

5P–10:30P
SAN ANTONIO | THE SAGA
MAIN PLAZA CONSERVANCY
Experience San Antonio and South Texas through a journey in time via international award-winning video art projection on the facade of San Fernando Cathedral.
Main Plaza // 115 N Main Ave

5:30P–6:30P
VIGIL TO BLESS THE LAUNCH OF THE MLK MARCH
THE P.E.A.C.E. INITIATIVE
A vigil and blessing for the people of the MLK March, symbolizing movement from a place of violence to a place of peace.
Boys and Girls Club // 3503 MLK Dr

6:30P–10P
BILLYRAY SHEPPARD’S SECOND SUNDAY
SMOOTH JAZZ: DREAMWEEK EDITION
BILLYRAY SHEPPARD
A celebration of live music featuring San Antonio’s finest jazz musicians.
Plaza Club // 100 W Houston St, 21st

7P–9P
THE UNAMERICAN STRUGGLE FILM SCREENING
1366FILMS
This screening will profile how bigotry is on the rise again in America.
Alamo Drafthouse Park North // 618 NW Loop 410

7P–9P
A WOMAN IS A SOMETIME THING
MUSICAL BRIDGES AROUND THE WORLD, INC.
An operatic musical performance by bass-baritone Michael Sumuel and mezzo-soprano Zoie Reams, accompanied by pianist Elena Portnaya.
San Fernando Cathedral // 115 W Main Plaza

7:30P–9:30P
P.W.A OPEN MIC
POETRY WITHOUT APOLOGY
One Liner: An open mic offering an energetic and stimulating environment for spoken word artists, musicians, activists and comedians to express themselves.
Franky Diablo’s // 1301 Roosevelt Ave

7:30P–9:30P
$$ ANON(YMOUS)
TEATRO AUDAZ SAN ANTONIO
A theatrical production about a young refugee named Anon, who is separated from his mother and journeys through the United States.
The Cellar - Playhouse Theatre // 800 W Ashby Pl

$$ 8P–12A
THE AFRICAN MARKET: A CREATIVE ARTS FESTIVAL
OLAJU ART GROUP
A one-day celebration of creative talents - art, food, music, and fashion - coming from West Africa and beyond.
Brick at Blue Star // 108 Blue Star
Established in 1968, and city sponsored in 1987, the City of San Antonio Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Commission is celebrating 31 years as one of the city’s leading volunteer organizations. While the MLK Commission is not affiliated with DreamVoice LLC, their outreach has spanned a wide variety of educational, inspirational, and celebratory events during DreamWeek.

**Honorary Commission Chair**
Councilman William Cruz Shaw, District 2

**Commission Chair**
Nathaniel Davis

**Scholarship Program Chair**
Marcheta Evans

**SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM**
Each year, as part of its celebration and focus on youth and education, the MLK, Jr. Commission administers a Martin Luther King, Jr. Scholarship Program. These scholarships help to fund a portion of the college tuition of several deserving students, regardless of race or ethnicity.

**SCHOLARSHIP DONATIONS**
The community can help support students in achieving their higher education goals. Donations for the scholarship fund are accepted from the public and can be mailed to:

*City of San Antonio MLK Commission Attn: Yolanda Marquart*  
*City Manager’s Office // PO Box 839966, San Antonio, TX 78283*

*Make checks payable to San Antonio Area Foundation - MLK Commission Scholarship. Donations can also be made by credit card by calling 210.207.8667.*
MONDAY / 15

8A–9:30A
**ROTENGO WITH BIG BROTHERS BIG SISTERS**  
**BIG BROTHERS BIG SISTERS & ROTENGO**

Play RoTenGo, have some Krispy Kreme Donuts and enjoy coffee prior to participating in the largest MLK March in the country.  
*Freeman Coliseum Parking Lot // 3201 E Houston St*

8A–10A
**EARLY MORNING WORSHIP PROGRAM**  
**THE CITY OF SAN ANTONIO MARTIN LUTHER KING JR. COMMISSION**

A positive and uplifting worship experience featuring contemporary and traditional musical artists, inspirational and motivational dances, and spoken word performances.  
*MLK Academy // 3501 MLK Dr*

9:30A–3:30P
**COMMEMORATIVE PROGRAM**  
**THE CITY OF SAN ANTONIO MARTIN LUTHER KING JR. COMMISSION**

This program will include the presentation of the Baha’i Unity of Humanity Award and the Rev. R.A. Callies Courage Award.  
*Pittman-Sullivan Park // 1101 Iowa St*

10AM
**MARTIN LUTHER KING JR. MARCH 50TH ANNIVERSARY MARCH**  
**THE CITY OF SAN ANTONIO MARTIN LUTHER KING JR. COMMISSION**

The nearly three-mile route down Martin Luther King Drive takes participants through San Antonio’s historic Eastside in remembrance of Dr. King.  
*MLK Academy // 3501 MLK Dr*

2P–4P
**TO BE HONEST: A PLAY ON THE ROLE OF ISLAM IN AMERICAN POLITICS**  
**TRINITY UNIVERSITY & D2 CITY COUNCIL OFFICE**

A performance on how Muslims were treated by the media during the 2016 election.  
*Jo Long Theatre // 226 N Hackberry*

4P–6P
**300 VOICES IN 300 DAYS**  
**THE AFRICAN AMERICAN NETWORK**

A television series that highlights the contributions of African Americans within San Antonio’s rich history.  
*E-Co Lofts // 3363 E Commerce St*

6P–8:30P
**LORRAINE HANSBERRY: SIGHTED EYES/FEELING HEART FILM SCREENING**  
**KLRN**

A film on the life of the late playwright.  
*Alamo Drafthouse Park North // 618 NW Loop 410*

6:30P–11P
**STORYTELLING WITH THE ORIGINAL MISSISSIPPI FREEDOM RIDERS**  
**DR. J.R. BOWIE, III SCHOLARSHIP FDN / TPR**

Personal stories on how they fought to pave the way for racial integration.  
*Charline McCombs Empire Theatre // 226 N St Mary’s St*
TUESDAY / 16

9A–5P
ONE BY ONE ART EXHIBITION
SOUTHWEST SCHOOL OF ART
Diversity and inclusion art exhibition (runs Jan. 16-19) featuring original works created by the Southwest School of Art BFA students. Southwest School of Art Student Gallery – John L. Santikos Building, 300 Augusta St, San Antonio, TX 78205

10A–12P
DREAMWEEK STORY TIME
HEMISFAIR & MAGIK CHILDREN’S THEATRE OF SAN ANTONIO
A very special story time in Yanaguana Garden with the book We All Sing with the Same Voice. Yanaguana Garden // 434 S Alamo St

12P–2P
ACLU LEGAL OBSERVER TRAINING
AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION OF TEXAS (ACLU-TX)
Learn to be third-party neutral legal observers at protests, marches, and rallies. The San Antonio Area Foundation // 303 Pearl Pkwy, Ste 114

5:30P–8P
CULTURAL CONVERSATIONS: FROM COMMUNITY TRAUMA & DIVISION TO HOPE & ACTION
OFFICE OF THE MAYOR, OFFICE OF SENATOR MENENDEZ
A dialogue event that tackles tough but salient topics in order to promote greater inclusion and equity in our communities. Whitley Center at the Oblate School of Theology // 285 Oblate

6:30P–8:30P
DIVERSITY IN ACTION!
FIESTA YOUTH
Educational and enrichment activities designed to help LGBTQ youth build a sense of community through friendship and peer connection. University Presbyterian Church // 300 Bushnell Ave

7:30P–9P
CAPITALISM: A TOOL FOR SOCIAL JUSTICE?
LIFTFUND YOUNG PROFESSIONALS NETWORK
LiftFund YPN San Antonio will bring diverse voices to address crucial questions about equity and capital in our city and beyond. Smoke BBQ // 1170 E Commerce St

8P–10P
BIG BAND JAZZ TUESDAYS
BLUE STAR BREWING CO.
San Antonio’s finest musicians gather to perform big band jazz arrangements. Blue Star Brewing Co. // 1414 S Alamo St

9:30P–1A
DREAMWEEK SLAM
PUROSLAM
Poets combine their words and vision to capture the spirit of DreamWeek. The Mix // 2423 N St Mary’s St
WEDNESDAY / 17

10:30A–12P
CONFLUENCE PARK GRAND UNVEILING
SAN ANTONIO RIVER FOUNDATION
Explore the landmark project where culture, education, ecology, and recreation meet.
Confluence Park // 310 W Mitchell St

11A–12P
MAD RIVER THEATRE WORKS: FREEDOM RIDERS
CARVER COMMUNITY CULTURAL CENTER
This play demonstrates the importance of working together to create change and using nonviolent protests to end the cruelties of segregation.
Jo Long Theatre // 226 N Hackberry

INCREASING ENVIRONMENTAL AND SUSTAINABLE OUTCOMES IN SAN ANTONIO
Eco Centro // 1802 N Main

3P–4:15P
PROJECT N.O.A.H SUSTAINABLE LECTURE SERIES
STUDio X9
A seminar featuring specialists on a range of environmental issues to discuss matters that affect all human beings.

4:30P–5:30P
COOKING WITH KITCHEN KEYS
KITCHEN KEYS
A presentation dedicated to low income children and their families on how cooking creates a source of creativity, resourcefulness, and empowerment.

6–7PM
SA CLIMATE READY: A COMMUNITY DISCUSSION ON EQUITABLE CLIMATE ACTION
COSA - OFFICE OF SUSTAINABILITY
Join Chief Sustainability Officer Douglas Melnick in an open discussion on the City's first Climate Action and Adaptation Plan

5:30P–8P
DID INTEGRATION RUIN AMERICA?
ALPHA PHI ALPHA FRATERNITY INC.
Engage in a meaningful discussion focused on integration in America.
University of Incarnate Word Student Engagement Center - Ballroom // 4301 Broadway St

5:30P–7:30P
YOU SPEAK, WE LISTEN: A MILLENNIAL CIVIC HAPPY HOUR
MOVE SA
Join MOVE San Antonio for dynamic civic conversations with local and state political candidates.
Dorćol Distilling Company // 1902 S Flores St

5:30P–7P
MEET THE ARTISTS RECEPTION: ONE BY ONE EXHIBITION
SOUTHWEST SCHOOL OF ART BFA STUDENTS
Meet the student artists from the One By One art exhibition that features original works of contemporary art celebrating diversity and inclusion.
Southwest School of Art Student Gallery - John L. Santikos Building // 300 Augusta St
5:30P-9:00P
SPOKEN WORDS, SPOKEN DREAMS
GROWING EMPOWERED TOGETHER (GET)
A social justice spoken word contest for young poets.
Continental Café & Event Center // 326 W Josephine St

6P-8:30P
WOKE WITH A PURPOSE
MAXIMO ANGUIANO
Okay, so you’re “woke”.... now what? Engage in this training that helps aspiring leaders understand their power and influence.
The Impact Guild // 708 W Summit Ave

6P-9P
ENTREPRENEURSHIP LEGAL CLINIC
LIFTFUND WOMEN’S BUSINESS CENTER AND TEXAS RIO GRANDE LEGAL AID
A pro bono legal clinic for entrepreneurs and start-up businesses.
Launch SA // 600 Soledad St

7P-9P
INCITE CLOSING PARTY AT LINDA PACE FOUNDATION
LINDA PACE FOUNDATION
Artworks by Rivane Neuenschwander, Chuck Ramirez, Hills Snyder, Frances Stark, Cheyney Thompson, and Diana Thater.
SPACE // 111 Camp St

7:30P-9:30P
NEIL DEGRASSE TYSON
TOBIN CENTER FOR PERFORMING ARTS
An exploratory presentation by Neil deGrasse Tyson, focusing on stellar evolution and galactic structure.
Tobin Center for the Performing Arts // 100 Auditorium Circle

7:30P-9:30P
ETC...ETC OPEN MIC & VARIETY SHOW
ETC...ETC
A relaxing evening of spoken word, acoustic acts, and comedy.
The Beer Depot // 1304 S Laredo St

7:30P-9:30P
CE SOIR EN NOIR – “TONIGHT IN BLACK”
EVA’S ESCAPE AND WATER 2 WINE
Celebrating cultural and culinary diversity through art, food, music, and wine.
James Brown Art Studio and Gallery // 3030 Rigsby Ave

8P-10P
CATWALK TO CULTURE
RED HAUS PUBLIC RELATIONS
A fashion show exploring how cultural influence reassesses the fashionable image and its central role in contemporary culture.
Southwest School of Art // 300 Augusta St
10A–12P
HEALTH AWARENESS: SAVING LIVES IN COMMUNITIES OF COLOR
NAACP
A discussion with the NAACP regarding health issues affecting communities of color.
The Barbara Jordan Community Center // 2803 E Commerce St, Ste 7

12:30P-1P
ART TO LUNCH
SAN ANTONIO MUSEUM OF ART
A lunch hour art tour to learn about the backstory of art pieces.
San Antonio Museum of Art // 200 West Jones Ave

5P-7P
BLACK BODIES AND THE JUSTICE OF GOD
OUR LADY OF THE LAKE UNIVERSITY
A reading from Rev. Dr. Kelly Brown Douglas’ Stand Your Ground followed by a discussion at the intersections of Theology, Black Lives Matter, and Motherhood.
Our Lady of the Lake University - Providence Hall - Providence West Social Room // 411 SW 24th St

5:30P-7P
IDEA PRESENTS: A CONVERSATION ON CHARTER SCHOOLS
IDEA PUBLIC SCHOOLS
A conversation on charter schools and how their methods impact students’ education.
IDEA Eastside // 2519 MLK Dr

5:30P–8:30P
WORLD TOPICS, PERSONAL VOICES
WORLD AFFAIRS COUNCIL OF SAN ANTONIO YOUNG PROFESSIONALS
A panel discussion challenging the way we see the world and our place in it.
Brick at Blue Star // 108 Blue Star

5:30P-9P
LIVING THE DREAM
BLACK WOMEN LEADERSHIP ALLIANCE
An uplifting dialogue with national bestselling author and life coach Valorie Burton, who has dedicated her life helping people get unstuck and be unstoppable.
Carver Cultural Center - Jo Long Theatre // 226 N Hackberry

6P-8P
WHAT IS JUSTICE?
TEXAS COALITION TO ABOLISH THE DEATH PENALTY
A film screening and panel discussion about the Texas death penalty and other social justice issues.
Our Lady of the Lake University - Chapel Auditorium // 411 SW 24th St

6P–8:30P
COMMON CURRENTS EXHIBIT
ARTPACE
A diverse, encyclopedic showcase of San Antonio’s history as told and rewritten by more than 300 visual and performing artists.
Hudson Showroom // 445 N Main Ave
6P–8P
AWESOME SA PITCH PARTY
AWESOMESA
Live pitches from finalists to see who will win $1,000 to forward awesome initiatives in San Antonio.
Burleson Yard Beer Garden // 430 Austin St

6P–8P
PARTNERS IN PRIDE: JOURNEYS IN COMING OUT AND LIVING AUTHENTICALLY
PROFILES IN PRIDE
Sharing diverse stories of the LGBTQIA+ experience, with a follow-up discussion about being LGBTQIA+ in the military.
The Impact Guild // 708 W Summit Ave

6P–8P
INCANDESCENT YOUTH: GAME NIGHT AND OPEN MIC
SAY SÍ
Join SAY Sí for a luminous teen-night of games and spoken word to inspire hope and inclusion in our community.
SAY Sí // 1518 S Alamo St

7P–8:50P
SAY WHAT NOW?
SAY WHAT NOW?
SAPL - CARVER BRANCH
Writers and poets across the city share their narratives focusing on social justice causes.
Central Library Auditorium // 600 Soledad St

7:30P-9:30P
NOBLEMAN OF CONSEQUENCE
ROCIO BODEVIN DESIGNS
A fashion show featuring local fashion designer Rocio Bodevin's new collection inspired by writer Oscar Wilde and William Shakespeare's "A Midsummer Night's Dream".
Anarte Gallery // 7959 Broadway St

8P-10:30P
A FORMULA FOR THE FUTURE & THE FOREIGN ARM
CARMENS DE LA CALLE
A narrative musical performance encouraging hope in turbulent times.
Carmens de la Calle // 320 N Flores St
8A-2:45P
**SANDERS HAND EDUCATION SPEAKING TOUR**
*THE SANDERS HAND / SEBASTIAN SANDERS*
A presentation on preparing for college career success.
*IDEA Carver // 217 Robinson Pl*

10A-2P
**VETERANS WORKSHOPS**
*ST. PHILIP’S COLLEGE GOOD SAMARITAN VETERANS OUTREACH & TRANSITION CENTER*
A series of Veteran Workshops conducted by multiple veteran service organizations.
*Good Samaritan Veterans Outreach & Transition Center // 202 Connelly St*

11:30A-1P
**SA2020 IMPACT REPORT LUNCHEON**
*SA2020*
A celebration of the community’s progress toward their collective goals and a call to action in areas where challenges persist.
*Henry B. Gonzalez Convention Center - Hemisfair Ballroom // 900 E Market St*

3P-4:30P
**ISERVED - VETERAN EMPLOYMENT WORKSHOP**
*#10000STRONG*
Come and learn about a new strategy for effectively securing employment after military service.
*Launch SA // 600 Soledad St*

4P-6P
**WORKING TOGETHER TO BUILD DIGITALLY INCLUSIVE COMMUNITIES**
*UPGRADESA*
An evening of discussion to outline community values and recommendations to achieve citywide digital inclusion.
*Las Palmas Branch Library // 515 Castroville Rd*

6P-8P
**LIVE YOUR DREAM DANCE WORKSHOP**
*LIVE YOUR DREAM*
A hip hop dance workshop teaching different styles such as Street Hip Hop, Krump, Mime and more.
*Annex Ballroom Dance // 8123 Broadway St*

6P-8P
**WE ARE THE 42ND**
*GIRL SCOUTS OF SOUTHWEST TEXAS*
Come learn why Texas ranks 42nd in the nation when it comes to the well-being of girls.
*The Blue Room - OLLU // 411 SW 24th St*

7P-11P
**NAVIGATING YOUTH THROUGH COLLEGE, CAREER, & LIFE**
*GREATER SAN ANTONIO YMCA*
A discussion between teenagers and community leaders on navigating their path to success in college, their career, and overall life.
*Davis-Scott Family YMCA // 1213 Iowa St*
7P-11P
**GREAT GATSBY SOIREE BENEFITING WOMEN VETERANS OF SAN ANTONIO**
*ETONNANT FLEUR*

1920s Great Gatsby themed event to benefit the local women veterans of San Antonio.
*Kendall Plantation // 20 Guthrie Rd, Boerne*

7:15P-9:15P
**NERD WARS - THE AWAKENING OF THE BLERD**
*THE RADIUS CENTER*

Come join the conversation as four 'Blerds' explore the cliche´ depictions of blackness in geek culture.
*Radius Center // 106 Auditorium Circle, Ste 120*

8P-2A
**BOOTS, BOOGIE, & HONKY TONK**
*SAN ANTONIO HOUSING AUTHORITY*

A benefit concert for youth residing in SAHA's Public Housing and Section 8 Programs, featuring Honky-Tonk legend, Dale Watson.
*Paper Tiger // 2410 N St Mary's St*

8P-12A
**CALABASH: A CARIBBEAN AFFAIR**
*H. OLIVERRE & ISLAND BLUE TONES*

Mingle, eat, drink and learn about the Caribbean.
*Brick at Blue Star // 108 Blue Star*
9A-9P
**ALAMO STAR BALL DANCE COMPETITION**
STUDIO ONE DANCE CENTER
Professional and amateur dancers from all over the US compete in ballroom dancing.
*Wyndham Riverwalk San Antonio // 111 E Pecan St*

10A-11A
**MONEY IN THE BANK**
FROST BANK
Understand how to manage money and identifying ways to decrease your spending by developing the skills to plan and achieve your financial goals.

10A-12P
**KIDS BIKE THROUGH THE EASTSIDE**
RIDE FOR READING SA
Enjoy a fun morning ride where any child can experience the joy of casually riding through the neighborhood, followed by games and giveaways.
*Ella Austin Community Center // 1023 N Pine St*

10A-12P
**INJUSTICE ANYWHERE IS A THREAT TO JUSTICE EVERYWHERE**
SENATOR JOSE MENENDEZ
A conversation on empowering one another to speak out against injustice.
*San Antonio College // 1819 N Main Ave*

10:30A-1:30P
**DREAM KEEPERS WORKSHOP 2018**
PORTER MEMORIAL CHRISTIAN METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH (CHRISTIAN EDUCATION DEPT)
A showcase of inter-generational activities that focuses on non-violent principles, conflict resolution and how to handle bullies.
*Launch SA // 600 Soledad St*

11A-12:30P
**DISTRICT 2 TOWN HALL MEETING:**
**DREAMWEEK EDITION**
D2 COUNCILMAN WILLIAM “CRUZ” SHA W
A town hall meeting with D2 Councilman William “Cruz” Shaw and panel discussion on addressing violent crime on San Antonio’s Eastside.
*Eastside Boys and Girls Club // 3503 MLK Dr*

12:30P-2P
**SINGLE? TAKEN? NOT BAE-B-MAKIN’ BAE-B-SAFE**
Come join the BAE-B-SAFE “Myth-busters” in an interactive and fun opportunity to learn the basics about sexual health.

2P-4P
**THE EVOLUTION OF HIP HOP**
SAN ANTONIO EDUCATION PARTNERSHIP
A conversation on the evolution of hip-hop to unmask masculinity, and understand the use of hip hop as a tool for social justice.

4P-5P
**ALL THESE SHOES: A LOVE LETTER TO SNEAKERS**
NORM DAWSON
A journey from awkward preteen to self-confident adult using hip-hop and sneakers as the foundation to find his way.
11A-2P  
**DR. ROBERT L.M. HILLIARD HEALTH CENTER RIBBON CUTTING & COMMUNITY CELEBRATION UNIVERSITY HEALTH SYSTEM**  
A day of free healthy family fun. Learn gardening tips and tricks, receive complimentary health services, and connect with area healthy-living resources.  
*Dr. Robert L.M. Hilliard Health Center // 919 Locke St*

---

11A-3P  
**GET FIT TO THE BEAT**  
**TOMBOYS & MIMOSAS**  
Begin your Saturday with biking, zumba, music, food and community meditation activities.  
*Confluence Park // 310 W Mitchell St*

---

$$ 12P-4P  
**NATURALLY YOU HAIR AND BEAUTY EXPO**  
**NATURALLY YOU**  
An expo on natural hair and its relationship to general healthy living and positive body imaging.  
*St. Philip's College // 1801 MLK Dr*

---

1P-7P  
**SAME NEW LIFE – CITY WIDE FIELD DAY**  
**SAME NEW LIFE ALTERNATIVE HEALTH AND FITNESS**  
A true old-fashioned field day for the family and community to enjoy.  
*Wheatley Heights Sports Complex // 200 Noblewood Dr*

---

2P-3P  
**FINDING YOUR IDENTITY**  
**DEANDREA REESE**  
This event will center on the importance and process of finding your identity in spite of the challenges life throws at you.  
*Launch SA // 600 Soledad St*

---

2P-4:30P  
**"INVICTUS" MOVIE SCREENING**  
**SAN ANTONIO PUBLIC LIBRARY - GUERRA LIBRARY**  
A screening of the 2009 American-South African biographical sports drama.  
*Guerra Library // 7978 Military Dr W, Barrera Rm*

---

6P-8P  
**CONVERSATION TOUR | THE ARTIST AS CULTURE PRODUCER: LIVING AND SUSTAINING A CREATIVE LIFE**  
**BLUE STAR CONTEMPORARY ART MUSEUM**  
Inviting the artist and San Antonio community to learn and be inspired by the vast range of influence that visual artists exert on society.  
*Blue Star Contemporary // 116 Blue Star*

---

9P-10:30P  
**WHERE DID WE SIT ON THE BUS?**  
**BY BRIAN QUIJADA**  
**THE PLAYHOUSE SAN ANTONIO**  
An electric one-man show pulsing with Latin rhythms, rap, hip-hop, spoken word, and live looping.  
*The Playhouse San Antonio // 800 W Ashby Pl*

---

7P-10P  
**DREAMWEEK MAYOR’S BALL CLOSING CEREMONY**  
**DREAMVOICE LLC.**  
An inaugural closing celebration showcasing featured San Antonio musical, theatrical, comedic, and cultural performance artists.  
*Charline McCombs Empire Theatre // 226 N St Mary’s St*
WE HAVE A LOT MORE IN COMMON THAN WE DO THAT IS DIFFERENT.

ED NEWTON
COMMUNITY BIBLE CHURCH
VOZ
SELECTIONS FROM THE UTSA ART COLLECTION

Opening Reception: February 8, 2018 • 6:00 – 9:00 p.m.
Exhibit runs through June 10, 2018
Centro de Artes Gallery • 102 S. Santa Rosa
IT TAKES A CITY!

Sponsor or host an event, volunteer, share your talent, offer a venue, make a donation... all contributions help to create a firm ground for a lasting and fruitful exchange of ideas.

more info at dreamweek.org | @dreamweeksa

DREAMWEEK
SAN ANTONIO 2018